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Foreword

Victor Chavez
President of techUK
For centuries, British industry has worked to develop, produce and
export great British technology. For us, technology is a way of life it always has been and always will be.
The UK is already the world’s most

This manifesto sets out techUK’s view of

developed market for ecommerce and is

the actions that the next government should

regularly described as the world’s leading

consider to respond to this opportunity and

internet economy. Digital technologies

how it can put digital leadership at the heart

are today transforming all aspects of our

of a strategy for economic growth and

business and personal lives as well as the

social change.

delivery of government services.

There are many reasons to be proud of the

Our collective opportunity is to now move on

UK’s position as one of the great digital

to be one of the first developed economies to

economies and to be optimistic about its

use digital technology to stem the long-term

future, but we must also be realistic about

rise of debt; raise productivity; generate new

the commitment and determination required

high value jobs; and build a safe and inclusive

going forward.

digital society. This is an objective that I truly
believe is within our grasp.
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In 2015 the new government will need to

Reduce
long-term debt

Increase
productivity

Create
new jobs

Include and
empower all

The implementation of an effective digital strategy will

SECURE OUR DIGITAL FUTURE
and establish the UK as a world leading digital economy.

Strategy &
leadership

Excellence in
development &
use of tech

Public sector
transformation

Safe & inclusive
digital world

Continued
commitment to
the highest level of
leadership across
government and
industry.

Greater investment
in the UK’s capacity
for innovation;
invest in key growth
markets and deepen
the exploitation
of tech across the
private sector.

Greater scale and
pace to the process
of public sector
transformation .

Need to ensure
everyone is included
and that the online
world is safe and
secure for all.

• Cabinet-Level
leadership

• Greater investment
in science and
innovation

•B
 ring greater scale
and pace to the
digitalisation of
public services

•D
 ouble the
participation of
SMEs in the online
economy

•B
 uild on successful
work of Cabinet
Office and GDS

• Embed the principle
of ‘digital-trust-bydefault’

•L
 everage data
analytics

•P
 rotect free speech

• The appointment of
dedicated Digital
Ministers in every
department
• Build on the
Information Economy
Council as the
channel for industry
commitment
• Champion the UK’s
reputation as a
innovator in tech
• Appoint FCO Digital
Trade Czar
• A Chief Privacy
Officer.

• More investment in
skills and talent
• Increased investment
in infrastructure
• Pioneer the Internet of
Things
• Ensure the UK is the
best place to start-up
and scale up
• Support growth of
tech clusters
• Lead in building
European Digital
Single Market
• Strengthen exports
support
• Modernise energy
• Modernise financial
services.

•S
 ingle Criminal
Justice and
Emergency Services
technology strategy

•S
 trengthen
democratic
oversight of data
retention and
surveillance

•A
 ddress barriers to
digital innovation
in health and social
care

•E
 nhance cyber
security and the
prevention of
cyber crime

•U
 p-skill Local
Government

•E
 mpower children
to act safely online

•M
 aintain C4ISR as a
sovereign defence
capability.

•F
 ully fund a
comprehensive
Digital Inclusion
Strategy.
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Executive summary

This techUK manifesto urges politicians and policy makers from
all parties to recognise the critical importance of the global
digital revolution for the future of our citizens and our economy.
Over the next five years, the UK has the

By focusing on technology led innovation, and

opportunity not just to be a digital leader –

building on existing strengths and progress

but to use digital technologies to address the

already achieved, the next government can

fundamental long-term social and economic

put in place the measures necessary to secure

challenges that will determine our future,

our digital future. This includes: creating the

and that of our children and grandchildren.

conditions to deliver high quality public services;

Over the next five years we can create the

restoring our productivity; strengthening our

conditions for success for the next thirty.

ability to create new jobs; and ensuring a more
inclusive and secure society. This manifesto

UK voters believe that innovation improves

sets out how government, with the active

quality of life, creates jobs, makes things

engagement and support of the industry, can

more efficient and saves money.

achieve these objectives.
This is a manifesto for growth and jobs and

According to recent research by ComRes,

it proposes that the next government should

UK voters believe that innovation improves

focus on four headline objectives: providing

quality of life, creates jobs, makes things more

strategy and leadership to deliver success;

efficient and saves money. They believe that

securing the UK’s position as a global leader

failure to innovate will put UK businesses and

in the production and use of tech; harnessing

jobs at risk from international competition and

the transformational power of tech across the

mean that their children will not be prepared

public sector; and ensuring our digital world is

for the future. They believe that innovation

safe and inclusive for all.

has a vital role to play in improving health
and social care, the provision of better public
services, such as education and the availability
of secure and affordable energy. However they
also worry about the rapid pace of change and
its implications for their lives and their families.
Ultimately they recognise that their future and
the future of their children and grandchildren
depends upon how well the UK economy and
society adapts to the new digital world and
they believe that it is the role of government
to plan for the future.

UK voters believe that failure to innovate
will put UK businesses and jobs at risk
from international competition and mean
that their children will not be prepared for
the future.
On government coordination and strategy,
techUK calls for the next government
to ensure Cabinet-level leadership for
a single integrated strategy for digital,
drawing together public sector reform,
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the digital economy and digital inclusion.

export potential. This must be underpinned

All departments should have a Ministerial

by action to fill the remaining coverage gaps

post that has digital within its portfolio and

in mobile and fixed broadband infrastructure

these Ministers should come together within

and a commitment to develop a long-term

the recently established Ministerial Digital

strategy to ensure the UK’s infrastructure

Taskforce to ensure strong coordinated action

requirements are met through to 2030

across government. The next government

including a revised Universal Service

should build on the Information Economy

Commitment. Open and easily-accessible

Council as the channel for ensuring strong

European markets are fundamental to

industry support and the mobilisation of

the growth of the UK tech sector and the

private sector resources behind the strategy.

next government must commit to driving
the development of the European Digital

UK voters believe that innovation has a vital

Single Market, shaping it in the image of the

role to play in improving health and social

world’s leading internet economy - the UK.

care, the provision of better public services,

Proposals that fail to create a platform for

such as education and the availability of

the development of growth and jobs - such

secure and affordable energy.

as the proposed General Data Protection
Regulation - should be resisted and modified

To secure the UK’s position as a global
leader in the production and use of tech,

to ensure they support innovation whilst
effectively empowering consumers.

techUK calls for a powerful package of

Groundbreaking progress has been made in

action from the next government, including a

the approach to digital government over the

commitment to ringfence the science budget

last four years which the next government

and an increase in innovation funding.

must build upon, bringing greater scale

Science and research budgets should be

and pace to the process of public service

set for the long-term with a 10 year time

transformation. The digitalisation of all major

horizon. We ask policy-makers to urgently

government transactions should be completed

address the skills crisis facing the UK, and

by 2020 and real progress now must be made

call for a smart migration policy that makes
the UK a world leader in attracting tech

UK voters worry about the rapid pace of

talent, as well as £20m in additional funding

change and the implications on their lives

needed to ensure our schools are equipped

and their families.

to teach the new computing curriculum.
Funding for the Small Business Research

on transforming end-to-end service delivery

Initiative (SBRI) should be increased to

based on the ‘government-as-a-platform’

leverage the innovative potential of SMEs.

model and embracing the innovative potential

The focus on improving the effectiveness

of the full supplier ecosystem. This must be

of export support should be maintained to

underpinned by a comprehensive approach

ensure that the tech sector meets its full

to strengthening digital talent in government,
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through senior direct hires from industry

UK voters recognise that their future

and expanding the Digital and Technology

and the future of their children and

fast stream. Key learning made in central

grandchildren depends upon how well

government should be replicated across Local

the UK economy and society adapts to

Government, with a focus on improving skills

the new digital world and they believe

and the provision of practical support and

that is the role of government to plan

expertise from a central hub. techUK also

for the future.

calls for the establishment of an Advanced
Data Analytics Unit, an independent data
ethics committee, and the appointment of a
Government Chief Privacy Officer in order to
strengthen public trust in the government’s
use of data. In addition, techUK calls for a
series of specific steps across departmental
briefs, including addressing barriers to
technology-led innovation in health and social
care, defence, justice and emergency services.
A strong digital economy and transformed
digital public services won’t be achieved
unless the digital world is perceived as safe
and inclusive for all. Accordingly, techUK

Government should work closely with industry
to make the UK a world-leading trusted domain
for data protection based on practical measures
to increase public awareness, understanding and
confidence. Meanwhile the next government
should guard against setting dangerous
precedents that could undermine the role of
the web as a force for important democratic
principles of openness and free speech.
We urge the main UK political parties to
consider these ideas closely as they produce
their own political manifestos for the
electorate in the run up to May 2015.

outlines a series of measures that will

The goals of reducing long-term debt, driving

achieve the objective, including doubling the

productivity growth and creating new high

participation of SMEs in the online economy,

value jobs in future growth sectors are

a fully-funded comprehensive digital inclusion

inter-related and inter-dependent. Digital

programme and a strengthening of the cyber-

technology connects everything – which

preparedness of UK firms. techUK calls for

means that an integrated approach to digital

stronger parliamentary scrutiny and oversight

innovation encompassing central and local

of data retention and surveillance activities to

government and both suppliers and users of

ensure that companies operate within clear

technology across the private sector will be

and strict legal boundaries.

fundamental to success.

The UK technology industry is ready to work with the next
government, as both an innovative supplier supporting and
enabling public sector transformation and a partner in addressing
a broad and challenging policy agenda. Working together we can
secure our digital future.
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Introduction
Our future is digital
The changes that have taken place over the last 25 years, since
the invention of the World Wide Web, are just a foretaste of the
innovations to come. As Sir Tim Berners-Lee said, “The future is
still so much bigger than the past” 1 .
This techUK manifesto urges politicians and

This manifesto sets out what the next

policy makers from all parties to recognise the

government must do, building on successes

full significance of the global digital revolution.

already achieved, and working in collaboration

Economic growth depends upon the UK being

with the technology industry, to secure our digital

at the forefront of the development and use of

future. It focuses on four headline objectives:

digital technologies. The strength of our society
depends upon us harnessing technology for

•

deliver success

good and mitigating potential for harm. This
manifesto asks three fundamental questions:
•

•

Secure the UK’s position as a global leader
in the production and use of tech

How can we hope to compete in the world
unless it is by producing and using the

Ensure strategy and leadership to

•

technologies, goods and services that

Harness the transformational power of
tech across the public sector

are driving growth and innovation in the
modern global economy?

•

Ensure our digital world is safe and
inclusive for all.

•

How can we reduce the cost and improve
the quality of our public services unless it

Achieving these objectives will support

is through the effective and efficient use of

long-term debt reduction, help to revive

digital technology?

productivity growth, enable the creation of
new high value jobs and strengthen inclusion.

•

How can either of these objectives be
achieved unless we ensure consumer trust
and confidence by making the digital world
secure and inclusive for all citizens?

Our response to these questions is optimistic.
The UK has remarkable strengths that mean
that it can innovate and succeed in an open
global digital economy. However, this will not
happen by accident.

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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Section 1
The UK in 2015 and the view
ahead
According to recent research by ComRes2, UK voters believe that
innovation improves quality of life, creates jobs, makes things
more efficient and saves money.

They believe that failure to innovate will put UK

However, they also worry about the rapid pace

businesses and jobs at risk from international

of change and its implications for their lives

competition and means that their children will

and their families.

not be prepared for the future.

Ultimately they recognise that their future and

They believe that innovation has a vital role

the future of their children and grandchildren

to play in improving health and social care,

depends upon how well the UK economy and

the provision of better public services such as

society adapts to the new digital world and

education, and the availability of secure and

they believe that is the role of government to

affordable energy.

plan for the future.

Securing
Securing our
our digital
digitalfuture:
future:The
ThetechUK
techUKmanifesto
manifestofor
forgrowth
growthand
andjobs
jobs2015-2020
2015-2020
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The economic and social
imperative
The economic imperative

Budget Responsibility (OBR)6, public sector

Having experienced the longest recession in

years7. This unsustainable upward trajectory

recent history, the UK economy is recovering

is exacerbated by an ageing population and

and is expected to be the fastest-growing

the increased pressure that this will put on

developed economy in 2014 . However the

pensions, health, social care and other public

fiscal impact of the financial crisis will continue

services. This is a challenge that is shared to

to be felt throughout the next Parliament

varying extents by every developed economy.

3

with all of the major parties committed to

debt will hit 84% of economic output within 50

4

implementing “tough deficit reduction plans”5
after the next election. However the challenge
for the next government is not only to firmly
embed that growth, and reduce the deficit in
the short-term, but it is also to address the
long-term structural economic challenges that
threaten to erode living standards and our
ability to provide high quality public services
for future generations.
The next government needs to address three
challenges to get the UK on track by 2020 to
long-term sustainable growth and to start to
tackle the UK’s long-term structural challenges:
i)	address the long-term debt challenge

The main reason for the projected increase in
debt is ‘key items of age-related spending’.
Health spending is now projected to rise from
6.4% of GDP in 2018/19 to 8.5% in 2063/64,
while state pension costs increase from 5.5%
of GDP to 7.9% as the population ages. Longterm social care costs will rise from 1.2% GDP
in 2018/19 to 2.3% GDP in 2063/64.
The only way to reduce debt and protect
front-end service delivery, is to harness the
transformational power of digital technology
to re-engineer our public services to enable
to them to be delivered more efficiently.
According to the OBR’s forecasts this range

through a permanent reduction in the cost

of higher costs is unlikely to be matched by

of running government and delivering public

increases in revenues. The OBR therefore

services;

believes that future governments will need to

ii)	increase productivity across the economy;
and
iii)	support high-growth sectors and firms with
the potential to create new high-value jobs.

Address the long-term debt challenge
through a permanent reduction in
the cost of running government and
delivering public services

implement additional fiscal tightening beyond
the current consolidation planned for the next
five years in order to address the fiscal costs of
an ageing population and the associated upward
pressure on health and social care spending.
The only realistic way to do this and ensure
our ongoing ability to provide pensions and
healthcare will be by driving cost out of the
public sector and the provision of public services.
To quote Robert Chote from the OBR, “If you

According to the most recent Fiscal

want to eliminate the deficit, at the same time as

Sustainability Report from the Office of

spending more on debt interest and welfare [and]

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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not raising much more in revenue – then the only

productivity must be a key objective for the

thing that is left are the day-to-day running costs

next government. As techUK (then Intellect)

of the public services.”

argued in its 2012 report The Bootstrap

8

According to the OBR, to return the debt to
GDP ratio to its pre-crisis level of 40% GDP
would require a £6bn reduction in public
spending every decade to 2063/4. The only
way that this can be achieved, while protecting
front-end service delivery, is by harnessing the
transformational power of digital technology

Recovery11, there are many factors that drive
productivity growth but the effective use
of technology combined with investment in
intangible assets (such as skills, intellectual
property and new management processes)
across the economy is one of the most
important drivers of productivity growth.

to re-engineer our public services to enable

The potential for technology driven productivity

them to be delivered far more efficiently.

growth is highlighted by the technology sector

Drive output through increased
productivity across the economy
– by encouraging technology-led
innovation

itself which has demonstrated the highest level
of productivity of any sector in the UK economy
pre and post the 2008 financial crisis12. The
reason for this is that tech firms of all sizes have
been early adopters of new ‘general purpose

Productivity growth is an indicator of the

technologies’ (GPTs) emanating from the

overall efficiency of the economy and is a

sector and have been effective at using those

fundamental driver of GDP growth. It matters

technologies to disrupt traditional ways of

because it is the main determinant of living

doing things and developing new, more efficient

standards. To quote the Nobel Prize winning

business models. By contrast, in many other

economist Paul Krugman, “a country’s ability

areas of the economy we have seen reduced

to improve its standard of living over time

business investment in new technology and a

depends almost entirely on its ability to raise

lack of investment in intangible capital, leading

output per worker” 9.

to low or negative productivity growth. This
trend must be urgently reversed13.

Failure to maintain productivity growth results
in a decline in living standards, requiring

The challenge now is to encourage and

people to either work longer hours or accept

support other sectors of the economy to

lower incomes. After several years of growth

achieve similar productivity gains. This can be

there was a sharp decline in UK productivity in

done by supporting ICT capital deepening in

the wake of the 2008 financial crisis. Output

non-tech producing sectors (the UK has a low

per hour remains 4% lower than it was in 2008
and 16% below where it should have been if
pre-recession productivity growth rates had

The UK’s declining productivity can no
longer be ignored and a long-term strategy

been maintained10.

to address it is now required. Harnessing

The negative effects of declining productivity

across the whole of the economy has a key

growth are profound and improving

role to play in that strategy15.

technology to drive disruptive innovation

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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share of ICT capital, especially compared to
a decade ago14) and by encouraging firms in
these sectors to use technology to innovate

Support high growth sectors and
firms with the potential to create new
jobs across the UK

and grow.
Alongside reducing the cost of public
Productivity growth cannot be restored

services and driving productivity gains across

overnight. However, it is crucial to

the private sector, government needs to

understand that productivity improvements

support the creation of new high value jobs.

compound over time so that even small

Government should do this by focusing on

incremental benefits can have a big impact

supporting high growth sectors and firms

on GDP in the longer term. This fact has

with the most potential to create new jobs

been overlooked by politicians and policy

and encouraging job creation in parts of the

makers for too long as they have sought

country where new jobs are most needed.

policy initiatives with short-term impact.
However the UK’s declining productivity
can no longer be ignored and a long-term
strategy to address it is now required.
Harnessing technology to drive disruptive
innovation across the whole of the economy

The tech sector has outperformed the rest
of the private sector over the last ten years
and recovered far more quickly in the
aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis.

has a key role to play in that strategy15 .

Source KPMG/Markit
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The tech sector has outperformed the rest of the

and services, it has been an empowering and

UK private sector in terms of employment over

liberating force for millions of people, opening

the last ten years and recovered far more quickly

up countless opportunities to do new things.

than the economy as a whole in the aftermath of

This is backed up by public perception studies

the 2008 financial crisis. At the start of 2014 44%

that reflect positive attitudes to innovation22

of UK tech firms expected to hire more staff over

and suggest that most people believe that the

the course of the year, whilst just 7% expected a

internet has made the world a better place23.

fall16. However, most of this tech job creation will

Yet, many of us will find aspects of the fast

be concentrated in the South East of England

changing digital world unsettling at times and,

and not in areas likely to be hit by headcount

for a minority, ‘digital’ has been a cause of

reductions in the public sector.

increasing unease and exclusion24.

17

The tech sector has also been a powerful enabler
of entrepreneurship, making it far easier to set up

Many of us will find aspects of the fast

a business in any sector of the economy18. It has

changing digital world unsettling at times

also been a source of direct entrepreneurship by

and, for a minority, ‘digital’ has been a

supporting a massive increase in the number of

cause of increasing unease and exclusion24.

digital start-ups through the role disruption plays
in opening up opportunities for new ideas and

A comprehensive digital policy must take this

innovations19. Finally, and most importantly, the

into account and ensure that the opportunities

tech sector has been a source of successful high

of the digital world are open to everyone and

growth scale up companies20, which we know

that all citizens feel secure and empowered.

are the biggest source of new high value jobs
in the economy21. All this says that government
should be actively seeking measures to help the

In summary

tech sector grow and innovate; that it should

The UK needs a digital strategy that can help

create an environment that better supports the

it address its long-term strategic challenges:

ability of growth companies to reach scale; and

ensuring our ongoing ability to deliver

that it should give particular attention to helping

high quality public services; restoring our

technology clusters outside the South East of

productivity; strengthening our ability to

England to reach critical mass.

create new jobs; and ensuring that the digital
revolution makes people feel more included,

The social imperative

empowered and secure. The implementation

Keeping the digital world secure and
accessible for everyone

five years could put the UK firmly on track, by

The digital revolution of the last 20 years
has opened up a world of opportunity for

of an effective digital strategy over the next
2020, to deliver these objectives for the longterm welfare and success of the UK economy
and its citizens.

consumers and citizens. Whether through
access to knowledge and learning or products

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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Opportunities, challenges
and growth markets
Opportunities

for excellence in multiple professional and
commercial sectors and is a magnet for talent

This country has an impressive set of strengths

and creativity.

and is already recognised as a hub for global
tech innovation. The UK is the world’s leader in

Combined, these are huge strengths

ecommerce with an online ecommerce market

unequalled by most developed countries,

accounting for 8.3% of GDP in 2010 (compared

and provide a remarkably strong platform for

to the G20 average of 4.1% ). The UK’s

success in the global digital economy. Political

25

position as a world leader in higher education,

ambitions to make the UK a global tech hub

with six of the world’s top 20 universities ,

should not be dismissed as hype – they are

allows it to generate fundamental science

entirely achievable.

26

and innovative new technology spin-outs .
27

Challenges

The UK has huge strengths unequalled

Whilst the UK has real strengths it also faces

by most developed countries, which

considerable challenges that threaten its

provide a remarkably strong platform for

potential for growth and success. Whilst the

success in the global digital economy.

quality and reach of our digital communications
infrastructure improved over the last five years,

The UK has the most efficient and effective

there remain gaps in coverage that need to

research base in the world, punching well

be addressed and the take-up of services

above its weight28 . There is a burgeoning

needs to be strengthened. Access to skills and

community of high growth tech SMEs across

talent remains a challenge for UK tech firms

the UK generating new jobs. The UK has a

of all sizes. There is also a need to strengthen

predictable regulatory environment based on

public confidence in the use of data; 18% of

the rule of law and without favour to national

individuals reporting ‘loss of privacy’ as a

monopolies. Companies based in the UK have

drawback of innovation31. Increasing exports in

access to EU markets and can benefit from a

digital technologies and services is critical for

common language with the US, a favourable

addressing the UK’s balance of payments, and,

timezone for transacting around the globe,

although positive steps were taken in the 2014

good global transport links, and long

budget to back UK exports32, further support

established cultural links with countries where

will be required to ensure the sector achieves

the next billion internet users will come from.

its full export potential33. Cyber security is an

The UK has a strong and growing financial

unrelenting challenge and it is essential that

and investor community increasingly focused

UK remains one of the most secure digital

on tech opportunities (particularly at early

economies in the world.

stage financing)

29

and a world-class reputation

for legal proficiency that can be a source of

Compared to the US, there are not enough

national competitive advantage. In London,

high growth companies achieving scale here

the UK has one of the world’s most influential

in the UK. Furthermore, the UK investor

global cities30, with a world-wide reputation

community is not perceived to understand

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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and support tech as well as the US investor

•

5G and associated new wireless

community does34. Meanwhile disruptive

technologies (expecting a 40-fold increase

innovation presents a challenge for

by 2018)40

government as regulation will need to adapt
to the new digital paradigm35. Europe remains
the biggest market for UK firms, and there is

•

Robotics (expected to reach $29bn by 2018)41

•

Autonomous vehicles (expected to be a
£28 billion market by 2020)42

an urgent need to complete the digital single
market as a platform for growth.
Digital exclusion remains stubbornly high.
Currently 9.5m adults lack basic online skills36.

•

Advanced manufacturing, building
automation (expected to reach $49.5
billion by 2018)43

Similarly, there remains a challenge of regional

These growth estimates are all drawn from

inclusion, ensuring that the growth of the tech

different sources and are rarely wholly accurate

sector and new clusters happens across the UK,

predictions, but they do indicate the scale of

not just in London and the South East. Finally,

the opportunity as new digital technologies are

the major challenge of the next government

rapidly adopted around the world. All of these

will be overcoming tendencies toward short-

technology trends are disruptive by nature,

termism, and building the capability to support

are global, will grow in value by many billions

strategic growth over the longer-term.

between now and 2020, and will define the

New technologies poised for growth
in the next five years

era of the next government. Over the next five
years, innovation in technology will continue
to have impacts across the global economy.

The pace of innovation in digital technology
continues to accelerate and in the course

These technology trends are disruptive by

of the next five years we expect to see

nature, are global, will grow in value by

very significant growth in a number

many billions between now and 2020, and

of new technologies. These will be the

will define the era of the next government.

technologies and trends that will become an
everyday reality during the term of the next

New technologies, such as 3D printing and

government, and represent global growth

new manufacturing techniques, such as rapid

opportunities for UK firms:

prototyping, mean labour costs will not play

•

Internet of Things (expected to reach
$7.3tn by 2017)37

•

•

such a central role in decisions about where
high value advanced manufacturing facilities
should be located. There is real potential for re-

Wearable technology (expected to reach

shoring of some manufacturing activities, which

$70bn by 2024)38

might not be labour intensive, but will directly

Big data and data analytics (expected to

create high value jobs and support additional

reach $32.4bn by 2017)39

job creation in ancillary business, logistics and
supply chain activities.
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Section 2
A roadmap to success by 2020
Given the economic and social imperative to secure the UK’s
digital future, there are four headline objectives that the next
government should adopt.
1.	Ensure strategy and leadership to
deliver success
2.	Secure the UK’s position as a global leader
in the production and use of tech
3.	Harness the transformational power of

In achieving these four objectives, techUK
outline 24 recommendations which we urge
the main UK political parties to consider
closely as they produce their own political
manifestos for the electorate in the run up
to May 2015.

tech across the public sector
4.	Ensure our digital world is safe and
inclusive for all.

Securing our digital future: The techUK manifesto for growth and jobs 2015-2020
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Objective 1
Strategy and leadership to
deliver success
Over the next five years the UK has an opportunity not just to
be one of the world’s leading digital economies but to use digital
technologies to address the long-term social and economic
challenges that will determine our future.
However, this will not happen by accident.
Significant resources will need to be mobilised
across the public and private sector, which
will require a strong strategic vision, effective
coordination across government, and strong
engagement from industry.

Securing
Securing our
our digital
digitalfuture:
future:The
ThetechUK
techUKmanifesto
manifestofor
forgrowth
growthand
andjobs
jobs2015-2020
2015-2020
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RECOMMENDATION 1

Develop a single strategy and provide strong leadership
to mobilise and coordinate delivery across the public
and private sector
1.1
Ensure continued Cabinet-level
leadership for digital to develop and
execute a single strategy for public
sector reform, the digital economy,
and digital inclusion

should be enhanced by the appointment

The recent establishment of a Ministerial Digital

1.2 Strengthen vehicles for private
sector engagement and continue to
build capacity across the public and
private sector to deliver a long-term
industrial strategy

Taskforce by the coalition government, bringing
together ministers from across a number of
government departments, is a significant and
positive step in helping government bring
together important threads of digital policy
that are dispersed across Whitehall.

of a Chief Privacy Officer in Government
(see recommendation 13) and a Digital
Trade Czar based in the Foreign Office (see
recommendation 9).

The challenge of overcoming short-termism
can only be addressed when industry and

Building on this approach, the next

government work in partnership to invest in

government should ensure there is cabinet-

research, new capabilities, products, training,

level leadership to develop and execute a

recruitment and skills.

single digital strategy that rolls up the digital
economy, digitalisation of government and
digital inclusion. Other systemically important
policy domains have a clear departmental
lead and a strong voice at the Cabinet table
– it is time the full significance of digital is
recognised in the same way.

Government cannot deliver on the vision of
a digital economy alone. To ensure full and
effective private sector support and align
private sector resources behind the single digital
strategy, the next Government should therefore
build on the Information Economy Council.

All Government departments should have
a Ministerial post that clearly has digital
within its portfolio. These ministers would
be responsible for driving consistent
implementation of the three core strands
of the single digital strategy within that
department. These Ministers should come

All Government departments should have

together within a strengthened Ministerial

a Ministerial post that clearly has digital

Digital Taskforce. Leadership for digital

within its portfolio.
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1.3 Champion the UK’s reputation
for tech and support the whole
industry ecosystem across the UK
The current government has done an
admirable job in helping to raise international
awareness of the UK’s excellence in tech. By
supporting initiatives like Tech City UK, the
government has helped to shine a light on
the mix of commercial, technical and creative
skills and talent in the UK that has helped to
draw investment to the UK and encourage
entrepreneurship. Attention was initially
focused on tech start-ups in east London but
this has now been widened to focus on the role
of well-established clusters like Cambridge
and new emerging clusters such as Newcastle.
However, the reality of the UK tech sector
is that it is more diverse and, as highlighted
by a 2013 report by NIESR and Growth
Intelligence,44 is far more geographically
extensive than is often recognised.
The next government must continue to
champion the UK’s growing reputation as a
leading innovator in tech; understand the very
different needs of companies depending on
their size, market and location; and support
the full ecosystem of companies small and
large, new and established, domestic and
international across the whole of the UK.
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Objective 2
Securing the UK’s position as a
global leader in the production
and use of tech
A comprehensive industrial strategy approach is required to
ensure that the UK remains at the forefront of innovation in the
development and use of digital technology.

That strategy should include long term
investment in science and innovation skills;
a commitment to leadership in the next
generation of digital communications
infrastructures and the Internet of Things
(IoT); clear policies to make the UK the best
place to start and scale-up a tech business
and support for emerging tech clusters;
commitment to the development of a
European digital single market; continued
export support, and pioneering modernisation
strategies for energy and financial services.
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RECOMMENDATION 2

Ensure a stable long-term funding base for science
and innovation
Science and innovation provides the bedrock

providing new avenues for business access

of the digital revolution. From the discovery of

to knowledge and supporting innovation,

electricity to the discovery of the graphene,

and they should be scaled up over time.

the UK has been at the forefront of the

However, to ensure that they continue to

scientific research that is driving the digital

reflect the evolving needs of industry, the

revolution. The UK’s world-leading universities

Catapult Centres should have clear and

are essential anchor institutions for the digital

regularly reviewed KPIs.

economy in terms of the fundamental research
that they undertake; the commercialisation
of that research into new products and
businesses; and their ability to attract world
leading talent and inward investment to the
UK. Their contribution, particularly in relation
to the commercialisation of research still
needs to be strengthened.

2.11 Increase innovation spend in real
terms and ringfence the science budget
The science and innovation budget is as an
engine for growth. It should be increased
in real terms with funding for fundamental

The geographic spread of universities
across the UK must be leveraged to support
regional economic growth beyond the south
east of England. Universities act as powerful
regional anchors for technology clusters and
have a vital role to play in their growth and
must work closely with industry to ensure
their relevance and global competitiveness.
Whilst there is a clear need to strengthen
innovation in the UK, this should not be done
at the expense of pure scientific research
which remains the fundamental building
block of innovation.

science ringfenced and funding for

The tech sector values the knowledge

innovation increased.

and expertise of the UK’s publicly-funded

The UK performs strongly on fundamental
science 45 and this position must be
maintained as global excellence in science
is the cornerstone of a successful strategy
for digital leadership. However, the UK

universities and colleges, and welcomes
the 5% rise in total knowledge exchange
investment from £3.4bn in 2011-12 to £3.6
billion in 2012-13. This is a trend that should
be continued.

performs less well compared with other
countries on certain measurements of
innovation and strengthening the innovation
base must be a key objective for the UK.
The significant measures put in place by
successive governments must continue to be
built upon. The recently instituted Catapult
Centres are starting to make an early impact,
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2.21 Set science and innovation
budgets over ten year cycles
Economic benefits from science and

2.41 Reverse the decline in UK
students undertaking STEM Masters
courses

innovation accrue and deepen over time and

The UK should improve the supply of high

therefore budgets for science and innovation

quality graduates and postgraduates.

should be set for the long-term; decades

There has been recent concern about the

rather than years46.

diminishing number of UK students entering

2.31 Double the funding for the
Small Business Research Initiative to
£400m per year by 2020

Masters degree programmes47, with places on
these programmes increasingly being taken
by overseas students. It does not help the
UK economy if we are simply training people

Outside of higher education institutions and

who then return to work in other countries

Catapults, there are initiatives which greatly

with which we are in competition48 . The next

support the development of R&D in the

government should look to address the causes

corporate setting. One of the advantages of

of this, particularly for STEM subjects.

the Small Business Research and Innovation
Fund (SBRI), is that it can be a major driver
for innovation in the public sector, and
should be further scaled up over the course
of the next parliament. The 2013 budget
announced that the SBRI would be expanded
five-fold, rising from £40m in 2012-13 to
over £100m in 2013-14 and over £200m in
2014-15. A key component of the SBRI is
that it can link business with Government
departments in seeking new ways to
address particular challenges. Assuming
competitive take-up and robust assessment,
this figure should be staggered to reach
£400m per annum by 2020, with a strong
focus on working with growth companies.
Additionally, the next government should

Budgets for science and innovation should

maintain the R&D tax credit to encourage

be set for the long-term; decades rather

industry-led research and development.

than years46.
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RECOMMENDATION 3

Address immediate skills shortages and build the tech
talent pipeline for tomorrow
The UK has significant strengths in

Whilst the computing curriculum is a positive

strategically important skill sets such as cyber

step, studies show that to get more women

security, data analytics and solutions design.

into computer science degrees and roles,

Yet overall access to digital skills and talent is

women need to be engaged at a much

a constant challenge for UK firms. European

younger age52. That is why techUK is pleased

Commission research suggests that the skills

to support Code Club, which aims to get more

gap is larger in the UK than anywhere else

9-11 year-olds involved in coding53. Similarly,

in the EU . e-skills UK’s research shows that

the work of eskills UK to provide employer-

120,000 new recruits a year are needed for

backed computer clubs for 10-14 year old

IT specialist jobs in the UK , while Baroness

girls, and the work of many tech companies

Martha Lane-Fox states that 1 million new tech

who invest in inspiring young people about

jobs will be created by 2020 .

technology, should be encouraged as a

49

50

51

3.11 Inspire and educate tomorrow’s
digital workforce

valuable contribution to the nation. The next
government should champion more initiatives
that embed coding and other technical skills

Concerted effort is required at every level of

from an early age, to ensure a strong start to

the education system and also within industry.

the tech talent pipeline by 2020.

Improving the quality and volume of STEM
teaching in schools is a high priority. Good
progress has been made with an increase in the
number of students taking STEM subjects to
A-level this year. The new computing curriculum
is a much needed addition, although there are
significant concerns that schools are currently
under-resourced to teach the curriculum
effectively. We urge the next government to
give urgent attention to the computer science
teaching gap in classrooms across the UK, as
schools struggle to implement the delivery of
new lesson formats with just an average of £175
per school. There is widespread industry concern

In addition, the gender imbalance remains
a pervasive issue throughout the education
system and within the IT workforce. Only
16% of the UK’s IT specialists are female, with
a similar proportion on IT-related degrees,
meaning the sector is largely missing out
on half the talent pool. Concerted action is
required at every stage in the education and
career development process, with industry
taking the lead on making sure that the sector
is open and attractive to all. techUK continues
to shine a light on good practice through its
Women in Tech programme.

at the lack of resource given to implementing

New routes should be opened up to

the new curriculum in schools across the UK,

bring young people into the industry,

and techUK endorses the independent UK

and apprenticeships in particular have

Digital Skills Taskforce recommendation for an

been underutilised. The new £27.5m Tech

additional £20m to aid implementation.

Partnership launched by industry and
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Government will address this, delivering

The key elements of a smart migration policy

greater coherence to existing apprenticeship

to support growth would:

schemes and making this route far more
attractive to talented young people.

3.21 Make the UK a global hub for
talent by implementing a smart
migration policy
To be a world-leading tech hub, the UK must

•

Work visa
•

Remove caps on graduate entrepreneur
visas

•

Remove the higher salary threshold from
Tier 2 skilled migrant visas (upper cap

be a global hub for talent. There is a global

(£40k))

competition for the best tech skills and the
attractiveness of the UK to global talent has

Reinstitute the two year Post Study

•

Extend the Tier 1 Exceptional Talent Visa

been a key factor in the UK’s success to date.

beyond start ups and increase scale and

One in seven start-ups in the UK was founded

reach across the UK

by a migrant54. The UK must be able to attract
the wealth creators and skills necessary to fill
existing skills gaps and help create the jobs
of the future. This requires a smart migration
policy that makes the UK attractive to wealth
creators and skilled workers.
Recent changes to immigration policy are
making it much harder for the tech sector to
access the global skills base and making the
UK much less attractive to global talent and
entrepreneurship. To be a global hub for tech
we must have a smart immigration policy that is
open to and welcomes entrepreneurs and future
wealth creators; developers and engineers
with key skills; students and researchers who
can keep our universities at the forefront of
academic excellence; and teachers who can

To be a world-leading tech hub, the UK

inspire and educate the next generation.

must be a global hub for talent.
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RECOMMENDATION 4

Ensure a ubiquitous world class communications
infrastructure for today and tomorrow
The UK has a highly competitive and

•

Lower communications network

world class fixed, mobile and broadcast

infrastructure / property costs and improve

communications infrastructure that has

access through Electronic Communications

primarily been financed and deployed by

Code reform. Under the current regime, the

private sector investment. The UK has the

electricity industry pays £150 on average

most competitive market in Europe for

per pylon per year, while communications

both fixed and mobile services55 which has

operators pay thousands of pounds per

delivered low prices and rapid consumer

site. Reform of the Code is urgently needed

adoption56 and has enabled the UK to build

to bring rental costs, charges and time

the world’s leading internet economy. The UK

delays to access equipment for repair and

is also a world leader in the development of

upgrade on a par with those faced by the

digital content .

utility industry

57

Ensuring world-class infrastructure requires

•

Enable better access to public sector land

significant ongoing investment, which

and street furniture. Helping to improve

depends in turn upon a carefully balanced

coverage and capacity across the UK;

policy and regulatory strategy to ensure the

public bodies should have a presumption

right level of competition and motivation

in favour of enabling access to their

to invest. In geographic areas with low

buildings, land and street furniture for use

population densities the commercial case for

for network infrastructure

investment will always be weaker and public
funding will continue to have an important role

•

that makes it easier to implement new

to play. However, this should be a last resort

sites and infrastructure, including enabling

with a preference always given to private

taller masts in rural and semi-urban

sector investment. Government can do a great

areas. Also given that 85% of the cost of

deal to maximise the incentives for the private

building transmission line infrastructure

sector to invest and thus minimise the need

is in civil engineering work, Government

for public sector funding.

should enable innovative infrastructure

4.1 Fill remaining gaps in coverage
to meet existing targets

deployment techniques. Furthermore,
a consistent application of the Permit
Scheme, supportive of industry, by local

In the short-term, urgent action is required

authorities is now more essential than ever

to fill remaining gaps in superfast broadband
and mobile coverage to meet existing

Reform planning laws. Move to a system

•

Create a plan to plug the full mobile

coverage targets, including 4G. To do this

‘not-spots’ in areas where people work

government must:

and travel
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•

•

Provide incentives for industry to address

investment in the 5G Innovation Centre59 and

the partial ‘not-spots’

White Space pilots.

Work with industry to achieve high levels

A commitment to long-term consistent policy

of connectivity across the rail network,

development that enables the market to make

including wifi on trains.

long-term investment decisions is essential. Long-

4.2 Work with industry to develop
a long-term digital communications
infrastructure strategy

term measures must include:
•

communications infrastructure strategy
for 2025 following through on the recently

techUK strongly supports the strategic review

launched DCMS consultation process. This

of long-term communications infrastructure

should include plans for improving incentives

requirements that is being led by DCMS58.

for infrastructure investment, a clear

We cannot be complacent that the UK’s

roadmap for strategic decisions on spectrum

communications infrastructure will remain fit

allocations and technology evolutions (e.g.

for purpose. Infrastructure solutions cannot be

DVBT2), and an international engagement

delivered overnight. They require large scale

plan on spectrum (to ensure international

investments, and regulatory and policy changes

decisions support UK ambitions)

take time to develop and implement. Long-term
decision making is therefore critically important.

•

A review of the universal service
commitment for broadband to ensure it

Our digital infrastructure is not just used

remains fit for purpose and that all UK

to deliver traditional telecommunications,

households and businesses can access a

broadcast and emergency services but an

suitable minimum level of connectivity

ever increasing range of applications from
digital entertainment to healthcare, transport,

The development of a long-term

•

Work with industry through the Spectrum

industrial processes and automation (e.g.

Policy Forum to develop a world-leading

Machine to Machine / Internet of Things). Many

approach to Spectrum Policy to support

of these applications rely on the availability of

innovation and new services including 5G60.

sufficient and suitable spectrum. Decisions on
spectrum are made increasingly in international
arenas, and Government and Ofcom must

4.3 Ensure continued investment in
broadcast platforms

continue to work in conjunction with industry

Continued innovation is required in our

to be proactive in these fora to ensure that

broadcast infrastructure including free-to-air TV

these international decisions support UK

and digital radio:

requirements.
•

Ensure continued innovation in free-to-air

Furthermore, with increasing convergence, many

TV – ensure sufficient spectrum can enable

of the developments in digital communications

innovation based on more spectrally-efficient

sectors are inter-related. Whilst the Government

technologies

needs to avoid ‘picking winners’ and remaining
technology neutral, it also has an important

•

Certainty for radio – a ‘positive-in-principle’

role on strategic decisions such as on spectrum

decision with a clear and careful timetable

reallocations, switchovers and the development

for radio switchover to give industry the

of new technologies, such as through its

incentive to invest in the digital future.
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RECOMMENDATION 5

Initiate a major programme to push the boundaries on
the development and use of the Internet of Things (IoT)
The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT)

To consolidate and develop our position into

will bring about a period of profound

one of world leadership, government should

transformation for industry, government and

have a more coordinated approach to IoT

citizens. Some have even gone so far as to

development, coupled with the right kind of

liken its potential impact as comparable to the

incentives to stimulate the market and keep

first wave of the digital revolution.

pace with the ambitious investments seen in

The UK has an exciting opportunity to be a world

China and the USA.

leader in IoT development. The commercial

techUK encourages the next government

opportunities presented by IoT are clear for all to

to create a major new UK IoT programme

see . Government appetite is there – exemplified

that clearly articulates the nation’s ambition

by the interest taken in the area by, for example,

to be a world leader in IoT. This should be

the Government Office for Science and the £47

coupled with investment in large scale IoT

million allocated to related areas such as smart

deployments across the country that leverage

cities by Innovate UK (formerly the Technology

the skills of the UK’s private sector and

Strategy Board). The industry expertise is

research communities.

61

there too: the UK is home to many of the world
leaders in IoT technology. And, finally, the
UK has the required knowledge base – our
universities and research councils are world
leading, and capable of pioneering the next

The UK has an exciting opportunity to be a

big developments in this major growth area.

world leader in IoT development.
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RECOMMENDATION 6

Make the UK the best location to start and scale up a
high growth tech business
The digital revolution is disruptive by nature.

In reality, many small businesses welcome

It is about finding new better ways to do

the opportunity to work in collaboration with

things and creating new forms of value.

bigger businesses that can help them with

Digital tools have made it easier to set-up

business development, managing the risk of

and run a business than ever before and we

big contracts and the cashflow implications

have seen a record number of new start-ups

of delivering large milestone-based contracts.

launched over the last three years62. This more

Collaboration between large and small is an

entrepreneurial culture is also spilling over

increasingly common phenomenon across the

into existing businesses as companies seek to

tech ecosystem.

harness the disruptive ideas and innovation
coming from new entrants; by hiring people
with start-up experience; supporting start-up
incubators; partnering with SMEs; or buying
disruptive new companies. All of this fortifies
the tech ecosystem in the UK. The current
government should be applauded for its
policies to back start-up culture in the UK, and
these should be built upon.

Although we know most new start-ups
fail, many will succeed and the roll call of
successful UK tech start-ups continues
to grow. However, not enough of those
companies have yet made it to scale here in
the UK and too many have sold or relocated
at a point where they need to grow. Given
the importance of high growth firms to the
economy the failure to take such firms to

Government and large businesses can play

scale is a huge missed opportunity that must

an important role in supporting the growth

be addressed. A report led by Sherry Coutu

of SMEs, by making it easier to contract

CBE (and supported by techUK) will be

or partner with them (see objective 3 on

published in the autumn. It will provide a clear

harnessing the transformational power of

set of policy recommendations to support

tech across the public sector). In doing so

high growth SMEs to reach scale. This report

they benefit from the innovation, pace and

should be implemented in full by government,

agility that SMEs can often deliver. However,

industry and wider ecosystem players alike.

both government and large companies
need to understand that SMEs are not
homogenous and have varying needs that
must be understood and accommodated.
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RECOMMENDATION 7

Support the development of tech clusters across the UK
Clusters are a major contributor to growth.

This support should be based on a careful

As shown by a recent report from McKinsey

understanding of local needs and should seek

and Centre for Cities, 31 economically

to strengthen the underlying infrastructure

significant clusters contain 8% of the UK’s

that supports and nurtures local firms, talent,

businesses, but generate 20% of UK GVA .

and skills. The vital role that universities play

The UK has a number of well-established

in the development of tech clusters must be

clusters in London and the South East of

understood and built upon at the local level.

63

England, and in recent years we have seen
the emergence of exciting new clusters, often
rooted in long-standing local strengths, more
widely across the UK, including in Bristol,
Cardiff, the North East, Sheffield, Leeds and
Manchester. Whilst it would be erroneous to
overstate the role of government in creating

The tech sector and the wider digital
economy generate a huge amount of data
that can help the sector make more informed
decisions and investments. We urge the
next government to replicate the US cluster
mapping exercise 64 for the UK.

and supporting tech clusters, there is much
that Government can do to support and
promote their growth.
The Department of Business and the Cities Unit
in the Cabinet Office should actively work with

31 economically significant clusters

LEPs, universities, techUK and the National

contain 8% of the UK’s businesses, but

Cluster Alliance to support these clusters.

generate 20% of UK GVA63.
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RECOMMENDATION 8

Drive the development of a European digital single
market and international trade agreements that support
innovation and growth
The EU is the UK’s biggest export market,

therefore absolutely crucial that we build

accounting for over 50% of international

cross-government / cross-party / cross-industry

trade . Three of the UK’s five biggest trading

support and engagement to drive this through

partners in e-commerce are EU member

– UK political parties must ensure that their

states . Whilst the recession in Europe has

MEPs are standing up for UK national interest in

depressed exports to the EU in recent years,

relation to the digital single market.

65

66

the value of the EU as an export market will
pick up in the long–term as European markets
return to growth. The completion of the EU
digital single market will create a large scale
domestic market for digital products and
services and will help innovative SMEs to reach
scale. As a net producer of digital services the

The UK government should work with
European partners to ensure trade
agreements such as the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP) are in place
that enable businesses to reach overseas
markets as easily as possible.67

UK will be one of the prime beneficiaries of a
digital single market.
The EU digital single market should be shaped
by Europe’s most successful digital economy
– the UK. Accordingly, we need a policy
approach that supports a strong single market
that is open, globally oriented and focused
on enabling and supporting innovation. In
order to do this, the UK should be leading,

The EU digital single market should be

not following, negotiations on the completion

shaped by Europe’s most successful digital

of the European Digital Single Market. It is

economy – the UK.
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RECOMMENDATION 9

Double UK tech exports by 2020
Positive steps were taken in the 2014 Budget

UK Export figures for technology and digital

to back UK exports

products and services show that in 2012

68

and the current

government’s target to have £1 trillion worth

exports amounted to at least £31bn69. The next

of exports in goods and services by 2020

government should continue to aim for the £1

is welcome. The UK should maintain levels

trillion goal by 2020 and should aim to at least

of trade support and continue to work

double the amount of tech exports to £62bn

with industry bodies to get more SMEs in

by 2020. To that end, the next Government

high growth tech markets exporting to the

should appoint a Digital Trade Czar based in

world’s high growth economies. The UK has

the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

a tremendous opportunity to gain from the
constant growth of the tech sector and the
UK is rightly recognised as a global centre
of excellence in digital tech. techUK is
playing its part to help over 1000 new tech
companies to export by the end of 2015, in
conjunction with UKTI.

The UK has a tremendous opportunity
to gain from the constant growth of
the tech sector and the UK is rightly
recognised as a global centre of
excellence in digital tech.
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RECOMMENDATION 10

Harness digital technology to modernise the energy sector
Having a reliable and globally competitive

charging infrastructure. They will also provide

energy system is absolutely crucial to the UK’s

significant economic benefits, delivering

long-term economic security. 87% of the public

savings of an estimated £19bn by 2050 when

believe that innovation in our energy system is

compared to conventional ‘business as usual’

crucial for long-term wellbeing70. The UK needs

reinforcements to our energy networks71.

a transition to a low carbon energy future that is
affordable for consumers and businesses.

Another critical tool in aiding the low carbon
transition will be the widespread adoption

Digital technology has a fundamental role

of demand-side response (‘DSR’) in the

to play in the transformation of our energy

UK; which will, again, draw heavily on IoT

system. It will be one of the first sectors to be

technologies. DSR enables consumers - both

transformed by the Internet of Things (IoT).

domestic and industrial - to adjust their

However success depends upon a supportive

demand for electricity in line with pricing

policy and regulatory environment. Some

or other signals from the grid, thus helping

important building blocks are already in

empower consumers to achieve cost savings

place, such as the rollout of smart meters, the

as well as carbon and economic savings for

commitment to electricity market reform and

the UK as whole. However, many in industry

the ongoing commitment to modernising the

believe that the current market arrangements

country’s electricity grids (aka ‘smart grids’).

still require significant further work if

Smart grids (powered by IoT) are a
fundamental part of modernising our
energy system: by using innovative new
technology products and services, they will
help deal with rising peaks in demand, the
incorporation of energy storage technologies
and the rollout of Electric Vehicle (EV)

nationwide development of DSR is to become
a realistic ambition72. Failure to address this
could result in the vast majority of consumers
and the country having to wait many more
years before they are able to take advantage
of the opportunities DSR promises.
The next government should therefore make
getting the market arrangements right for
DSR one of its key energy policy objectives.
To do this, the next government should
provide renewed emphasis on the importance
of DSR, whilst also supporting existing
initiatives that are looking at how to

87%

overcome the obstacles to its development,
such as the DECC/Ofgem Smart Grid Forum.
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RECOMMENDATION 11

Support a digital modernisation strategy for financial services
Following the financial crisis and the great

which better serves the needs of consumers

recession, it is easy to lose sight of the fact

and businesses across the UK. In order to

that the UK remains one of the world’s leading

ensure the leading position and continued

financial centres and that the financial services

competitiveness of the UK Financial Services

sector remains a significant contributor to

Industry, the government should work with

GDP. Technology underpins all of the financial

financial institutions, regulators and the tech

services; enabling new business models but

industry to launch a Digital Modernisation

also providing an open frontier for improving

Strategy for the financial services sector,

financial services right across the board.

which addresses the full panoply of existing

This year, techUK called for a Digital
Modernisation Strategy73, outlining the need

financial institutions and new, emergent
FinTech firms.

for the financial services sector to address
the limits that outdated technology platforms
impose on modernisation and innovation.
This recognises the importance of disruptive
new FinTech firms, as well as the ability of the
tech sector to improve the performance of

The financial services sector must

existing large financial institutions. The end

address the limits that outdated

goal is to have a more resilient, competitive

technology platforms impose on

and transparent financial services sector,

modernisation and innovation.
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Objective 3
Harness the transformational
power of tech across the
public sector
Groundbreaking progress has been made in the approach
to digital government over the last four years, which the next
government must build upon, bringing greater scale and pace
to the process of public service transformation.

The promise of digital government has been

Service (GDS) and bring scale and pace to

much discussed over the past 25 years, yet

the process of public service transformation.

the efficiency gains achieved in public service

Suppliers of all sizes have an important role to

delivery have been modest compared to the

play, working with government, to help drive

changes that have taken place in the private

innovation and better outcomes for citizens.

sector over the same period. As a result we
are not yet on track to reduce the cost of
public service delivery to the point that would
bring the trajectory of national debt down
to sustainable levels. This has to change and
there is no fundamental reason why the public
sector cannot be as successful as the world’s

The next five years should be remembered as
the period when the UK started to truly rebuild
its public services for the 21st century, delivering
the quality of service that its citizens expect at a
cost which current and future generations of tax
payers can afford.

most innovative companies in using digital

Achieving major change in the public sector is

technology. As a society we cannot afford to

difficult and implementing new technologies

give up on making this happen.

in large complicated organisations with a huge

Since 2010 there has been a fundamental
change in the approach to technology use
in government, drawing on experience from
the private sector and based on smaller scale
agile innovation. This has disrupted traditional
approaches and set government and suppliers
on a new course. Broadly, this is the right course
and the next government has an excellent
opportunity to build on the successful work of
the Cabinet Office and the Government Digital

number of large legacy systems is challenging.
However, these challenges are not unique and
large, complex private sector organisations have
been successful in using digital technology,
provided by a broad range of technology
suppliers, to inculcate new ways of operating
and new platform-based business models. There
is no fundamental reason why the public sector,
working with the same broad ecosystem of
technology suppliers, cannot do the same.
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Many of the building blocks to deliver on the

The tools are at hand and many of the elements

promise of digital Government are now finally

are in place. Wholescale public service

in place: there is a wealth of private sector

transformation will not happen overnight or

experience that can be drawn upon in using

even over the next five-year parliamentary term.

digital technology to create new ways of

By 2020 the next government, building on the

operating and new platform-based business

changes already put in place, can put the UK

models. Many of the technology components

firmly on course for a new era of more efficient,

required to enable change have now been

effective and affordable public services.

commoditised and are available as commercialoff-the-shelf solutions. The UK has a wealth of
suppliers, from SMES to large multinationals,
with the capability to bring innovative ideas
to support service transformation and has a
technical and management skills base that the
public sector can recruit from to strengthen its
own in-house knowledge and capabilities. The
UK is ranked 9th globally in terms of network
readiness74, and has a good and improving
high-speed fixed and mobile communications
infrastructure in place, making services
accessible to people and businesses across the

Delivering on the objective of digital
government requires new approaches,
new skills, new capabilities and new ways
of working. Success depends upon a
coherent approach within Government, new
collaborative and effective relationships with a
full range of suppliers and, most importantly,
an open dialogue with the public. These
challenges are well understood and significant
progress has been made over the last four
years and the following recommendations build
on that approach.

country. Digital devices have become more
accessible and far simpler and more intuitive to
use; and finally, and perhaps most importantly,
UK citizens themselves are amongst the world’s
most eager early adopters of new technology
and digital services75.
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RECOMMENDATION 12

Work with technology suppliers to bring a greater scale
and pace to the digital transformation of government
12.1 Be clear about the scale and
scope of the change required and the
purpose of that change

12.3 Focus upon organisational culture
and skills to support process change

Public service transformation is a disruptive

through well-developed and implemented

process that faces inevitable opposition.

change management strategies, not a series

Therefore, it is essential that the objectives

of interconnected IT projects. These strategies

must be communicated clearly by

must have clear sustained ownership at the

politicians to suppliers, staff and the public.

highest level and be supported by stronger

Transformation is not simply an exercise

technical and management skills within the

in cutting costs, it is about delivering

public sector. Good progress has been made

services that meet the changing needs and

recently with 100 digital technical experts

increasing expectations of citizens, at a

being brought into government departments

time when private sector service providers

over the last 12 months. Coupled with material

are transforming the way they engage and

incentives for individual excellence, a much

interact with their customers.

stronger skills base across government will

12.2 Complete the digitalisation of
major government transactions
The digitalisation of the bulk of government
transactions should be completed by 2020
with the 150 highest-volume Government
transactions all converted to the digital-bydefault standards by that time. This will equate
to 95% of all citizen and business interactions
with government.76

Digitalisation of government will be achieved

enable civil servants to act as empowered and
effective customers, improving their capability
to draw upon the innovative potential of a
diverse supplier base.
A long-term commitment to improving
management and technical skills is essential.
The civil service competency framework
should be revised to take greater account of
the importance of core digital competencies
and the new Digital and Technology (DaT)
fast stream for entry civil servants77 should be
increased in scale with immediate effect to
ensure that all departments have junior and
mid-level skill sets required to drive service

95%

transformation over the next five years.
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12.4 Promote end-to-end service
transformation using the Government
as a Platform (GaaP) model across
the whole of the public sector

Government should engage with the supplier
base at the earliest pre-procurement stage
of projects to help them understand service
transformation objectives and encourage them
to compete to come forward with innovative

The most successful digital companies

and disruptive solutions.

are those that have used technology to
transform their entire architecture and mode

Greater transparency on the costs of

of operation rather than just using it as a

delivering public services would enable

‘bolt-on’ to automate existing established

suppliers to identify new opportunities for

processes. Therefore, there is a need to move

cost savings and come forward with innovative

beyond transactions to look at complete end-

new ideas. Although an early ambition of the

to-end service transformation and the move

coalition government, this still hasn’t been fully

to new efficient platform-based architectures

achieved and requires further standardisation

that are adaptable for the future. There is

in the way that costs and KPI are reported so

no reason why the same principles that have

that comparable costs and performance data

been developed for central government

can be shared with industry.

by GDS should not be applied consistently
across other services such as health and
emergency services.

12.6 Use off-the-shelf solutions
within an open architecture where
appropriate

12.5 Embrace the innovative potential
of the full supplier ecosystem

The use of commoditised and utility solutions

Make contracting with the public sector easier

Government, can help to standardise similar,

for all suppliers, regardless of size, so that

though currently disparate, functions and

Government can draw upon the widest supplier

progressively enable the sharing of data.

base possible. This will enable government to

Where it is necessary to use bespoke and

take advantage of the capabilities of companies

proprietary solutions, Government should

large and small, and tax payers don’t have to

consider how to use them in ways to promote

bear the additional costs of overly complex

further growth. This is particularly important

procurement processes.

for SMEs that may wish to re-use IP that they

if used appropriately and consistently across

have developed for government contracts.
SMEs are not homogenous and government
should therefore develop a more structured
and better articulated strategy for categorising,
engaging and procuring without prejudice from
the full spectrum of the UK supplier ecosystem.
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RECOMMENDATION 13

Leverage data analytics across government based on an
ethical approach to data sharing that ensures privacy

13.1 Strengthen cross-Whitehall data
analytics capabilities
Across the private sector, advanced data

13.2 Establish an independent data
ethics committee and appoint a Chief
Privacy Officer

analytics are being used to more fully

The ability for data to be shared across

understand customer requirements, inform

services is fundamental to the functioning of

business decisions and improve operations.

digital Government and 21st century public

The effective use of data analytics across

services. For this to be done in an open

Government will significantly improve

and transparent manner, citizens need to

processes and support better-evidenced

understand how and why their data will be

policy making78 . This will support better

used and which controls will be in place. To

outcomes – from reducing crime to helping

ensure consistent compliance to appropriate

to identify needs for social care. To enable

ethical standards Government should establish

much deeper exploitation of data analytics,

an independent data ethics committee to

a specialist unit should be set up to make

create a code for responsible analytics and

advanced data analytics capabilities widely

guide the novel use of data consistently across

accessible across Government.

the public sector. Mirroring best practice
in data driven businesses, Government
should also appoint a Chief Privacy Officer
responsible for ensuring appropriate privacy
requirements are built in by design as public
services are progressively digitalised.
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RECOMMENDATION 14

Create a single criminal justice and emergency services
technology strategy
The policing and criminal justice sectors have

prevent duplication and provide clarity to

been subject to significant political reform

suppliers. For Government this will enable

in the past four years. This has not been

greater availability of data, which will yield

supported a coherent approach to technology.

operational and organisational innovation

A single criminal justice and emergency

and efficiencies. As described above, the

services strategy is required to set out the

strategy should include a commitment to

assets and data that are required. Looking at

buying commercial off-the-shelf products as

the end-to-end needs as a whole - as opposed

default in order to reduce costs and promote

to the constituent parts - will save money,

standardisation.
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RECOMMENDATION 15

Address barriers to digital innovation in health and social care
Given the long-term impact on the national

understand how new emerging technologies

finances of an aging population and

and solutions can help drive efficiencies across

associated long-term chronic conditions,

the health service, a central platform should be

increasing productivity in the delivery of

established to enable suppliers to showcase

health and social care should be regarded as

the range of industry options and enhance

the holy grail of public policy making. 93%

customer knowledge of the new solutions that

of the public believe that innovation has an

could be brought to market.

important role to play in improving the quality
of health and social care79.

There also needs to be a comprehensive review
and reform of the way information systems

The potential to improve outcomes and reduce

are procured in the health and social care

costs through better use of technology in

sector. Procurement innovations introduced

health and social care is enormous. Throughout

by Government such as LEAN and G-Cloud

the patient journey there are opportunities

have many advantages, but suppliers continue

to streamline processes, and improve data

to cite examples of NHS Trusts and Local

flows that can help speed up diagnoses,

Authorities ignoring both services or, in some

enable earlier interventions, and make more

cases, not knowing what they are. Part of the

efficient use of scarce resources. However the

problem is that the decision makers responsible

ability of the health and social care system to

for procurement decisions within Trusts often

understand, adopt and absorb the benefits

lack the skills and knowledge to enable them

of new technologies is often hampered

to act as an informed customer. Senior clinical

by organisational structures, budgets and

engagement, for example, should be mandatory

processes that are not designed to encourage

when procuring information systems to ensure

innovative new ways of doing things.

the end-user is involved in the decision-making

The coalition Government’s ambitious goal
to make the NHS paperless by 2018 was an
important attempt to change this status
quo through a bold objective that would
be a stimulus to new thinking and better
engagement between healthcare professionals,
patients, the public and suppliers. Good
progress is being made on thinking about
how this objective can be achieved but more
action is required in terms of successful
implementation80. Nevertheless, further similar
bold challenges should be made to open up
the health service to more digital innovation.
As a route to helping decision makers better

and to encourage a more holistic view of
the impact throughout the patient journey.
Moreover there needs to be more commercial
agility from the demand side - the risk/reward
balance is often set too low with buyers
tending to be highly risk averse. This not only
inhibits the potential for innovation but it also
mitigates against services using SMEs and
start-ups. Greater use of soft-market testing in
the pre-procurement process, proportionate
qualification and evaluation processes during
procurement and better bidder recourse for
failed or cancelled bids should be encouraged,
in order to address this problem.
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RECOMMENDATION 16

Up-skill local government to capitalise on digital by default
Approximately a quarter of total managed

Local government is on the cusp of a digital

government expenditure is spent by local

revolution. ‘Smart Cities’ are starting to

government81 and the localism agenda has put

highlight ways to join up services and utilise

Local Authorities in the driving seat. However

data collection to make services work in

as with the NHS, local authorities often lack

a smarter way. For this to be successful

the skills and resources to utilise the digital

nationally, regional political structures and

agenda to transform service delivery. To mirror

processes need to be reviewed in order to

some of the progress being made in central

ensure that they do not impede the large

government, a body with a similar remit to

scale collaboration required to leverage the

the Government Digital Service should be

optimisation benefits that the Internet of

established to act at the regional level to

Things offers in terms of the development of

help local authorities identify the common

‘smart cities’. Cities in which citizen behaviour

building blocks of software, hardware and

and preferences are understood are well-

processes that can be standardised and

positioned to provide optimal public services.

commoditised across local Government.

The Department for Businesses, Innovation

Development of common approaches to

and Skills has conducted work82 to understand

support transformational change and cogent

the challenges in building smart cities. Action

engagement in a cost effective way with

is now required to realise the potential these

suppliers also needs to be emphasised.

approaches offer to the UK.

To mirror progress being made in central
government, a body similar to the
Government Digital Service should be
established to act at the regional level.
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RECOMMENDATION 17

Maintain C4ISR as a sovereign defence capability
The UK’s position as a global technology leader

The tech industry’s role in the pursuit of

is beneficial not only for the national economy,

sovereign capability is an important one.

it is also an essential feature of the UK’s armed

Investing in the capacities and capabilities of

forces. Self-reliance and self-sufficiency within a

British-based technology companies allows

military context (otherwise known as sovereign

the UK to produce the products and services

capability) of ICT systems and services is a vital

that protect UK soldiers on the front line and

component of modern national defence. The

offer those same capabilities to our allies; it is

ability to quickly and securely communicate,

good for our national security and good for

disseminate orders and information, relay

the economy. What gives the UK the edge in

images, and transfer data, are all components

the C4ISR domain is the skilled personnel and

of what is called C4ISR (command, control,

world leading industrial capability resident in the

communications, computers, intelligence,

country. To secure its position as a global leader,

surveillance, and reconnaissance).

the UK must identify the critical capabilities

Effective C4ISR is the cornerstone of
networked armed forces, and can best be
understood as the equivalent of a central
nervous system, enabling the military to
control and direct our operational capability.
C4ISR provides the essential foundation of the
Future Force 2020 initiative upon which the

required for C4ISR and invest in UK companies
for the long-term to sustain the industrial base
and enhance export potential. Put simply, the
UK armed forces cannot operate without C4ISR
capability. We must ensure that the UK retains
the inherent skills and know-how to design and
operate C4ISR systems.

MoD is building and shaping the UK’s armed

With a new Strategic Defence & Security

forces. Sovereign capability in C4ISR allows

Review (SDSR) due for publication in 2015,

the UK to completely and securely control

techUK calls for the formal recognition that

its own data and better manage sources of

C4ISR should remain a sovereign capability.

information and intelligence, without having to
rely on others for vital operational information
or communications links. Without sovereign
capability of C4ISR, the UK military would be
much more vulnerable and the UK’s ability to
protect its national interests could potentially
be compromised.
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Objective 4
Ensure our digital world is safe
and inclusive for all

We must address the needs and concerns of those that feel left
behind by digital innovation, ensure that the online world is safe
and secure for all, and that we embed ‘digital-trust-by-default’
across the public and private sector. We must make certain that
fundamental democratic principles of privacy and free speech
are protected in a digital world.
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RECOMMENDATION 18

Double the participation of SMEs in the online economy
The potential for technology driven

The challenge now is to encourage and

productivity growth is highlighted by

support other sectors of the economy to

the technology sector itself which has

achieve similar productivity gains seen by the

demonstrated the highest level of productivity

tech sector. This can be done by supporting

of any sector in the UK economy pre and

ICT capital deepening in non-tech producing

post the 2008 financial crisis . The reason

sectors (the UK has a low share of ICT capital,

for this is that tech firms of all sizes have

especially compared to a decade ago90) and

been early adopters of new technologies and

by encouraging firms in these sectors to

tools emanating from the sector and have

use technology to innovate and grow. For

been effective at using those technologies

example, the rollout of superfast broadband

to disrupt traditional ways of doing things

and local SME demand stimulation work

and developing new, more efficient business

represents a significant opportunity to see

models. By contrast, other sections of

the positive effects of tech adoption flow

the economy have seen reduced business

right across the UK economy. Accordingly,

investment in new technology and a lack of

the next Government must aim to double the

investment in intangible capital, leading to low

participation of SMEs in the online economy.

83

or negative productivity growth. This trend
must be urgently reversed84.
Estimates indicate that increasing the digital
capabilities of the UK’s SME population
can unlock economic returns of £18.8 bn85,
and evidence suggests that SMEs are not
capitalising as best they might on this lever
for economic growth86. Just 14% of SMEs
transact online87, and over a third of SMEs do
not have a website88. Similarly, only 35% of their
employees are considered to be digitally savvy

Estimates indicate that increasing the digital

and 24% of SMEs say their employees do not

capabilities of the UK’s SME population can

have basic IT user skills89.

unlock economic returns of £18.8 bn85.
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RECOMMENDATION 19

Work with business to make the UK a world-leading
trusted domain for data protection
Data is the fuel that drives the digital

to ensure that the GDPR delivers a platform

economy and as we move beyond the world

for growth and jobs by enabling innovative

of ecommerce to the Internet of Things, the

data-driven SMEs to scale up across Europe.

rules governing the use of personal data

Central to that objective is an effective and

become ever more important. The EU’s data

workable one-stop-shop mechanism providing

protection and privacy rules, although still

clarity and certainty for businesses and

effective, were written almost 20 years ago

consumers on where data protection decisions

and need updating. However, this needs to be

are adjudicated.

done in a way that both builds consumer trust
and empowerment and supports innovation,
growth and jobs.

Meanwhile, at the national level there is much
more that can be done to help consumers
understand how data is used and to manage

Current EU proposals for a new General Data

data use as in ways considered appropriate

Protection Regulation (GDPR) fall some way

by consumers. To embed the principle of

short of both making it easier for consumers

‘digital-trust-by-default’, the government

to understand and manage the use of their

should support ongoing initiatives being

own data or providing the more harmonised

led by the technology industry to develop

and predictable regulatory environment that is

an effective, clear and transparent ethical

needed by small businesses seeking to expand

framework for companies’ use of personal

their operations across the single market.

data that protects users, engenders trust, and

If the GDPR is a test of the potential for a

maximises innovation. Meanwhile funding for

digital single market to make it easier for small

the Information Commissioner’s Office should

businesses to grow and create jobs in the EU,

be increased to take account of its critical role

then it is failing. The UK government and UK

in a data driven economy.

MEPs from all parties should continue to work
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RECOMMENDATION 20

Protect free speech
At a time when more authoritarian regimes

regard and the unintended consequences

around the world are seeking to use

of this ruling should be highlighted and

international fora to limit freedom of speech

addressed in the EU data protection reforms.

on the internet, the UK must continue to

The next government must guard against

champion the World Wide Web as an open

setting dangerous precedents that could

public space where freedom of speech is

undermine the role of the web as a force for

protected. The recent CJEU ‘right to be

important democratic principles of openness

forgotten’ ruling is a retrograde step in this

and free speech.
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RECOMMENDATION 21

Enhance cyber security and the prevention of cyber crime
The world’s leading digital economy must

The UK has world-leading capability to fight

not only be the most connected but it must

cyber crime at the national level through

also be the most secure. The UK has world

the National Cyber Crime Unit and the City

leading cyber security capabilities, as was

of London Police. It lacks, however, the

demonstrated by the 2012 London Olympic

essential skills in cyber security investigation

Games which were kept safe from disruption

and digital forensics within its local police

despite facing sophisticated threats. The next

forces, which leaves the police unable to

government must ensure that the UK maintains

successfully deal with the large volumes

its reputation as one of the world’s most secure

of low level cyber crimes that affect

digital economies by continuing to invest at

most citizens. Mainstreaming cyber skills

scale in its own capabilities; encouraging and

throughout the police force by instigating

where necessary incentivising businesses

proper cyber security and digital forensics

to strengthen their cyber resilience; and

career paths and rolling out a niche cyber

promoting best practice to consumers. The

specials programme is essential if the UK is

UK should also optimise the growth potential

to maintain its ability to fight crime.

for the UK economy by helping UK firms to
export knowledge and capabilities to overseas
markets where appropriate.

This year, the Government successfully
launched the Cyber Essentials Campaign 91 ,
aimed at improving cyber security amongst

The current government has set out a

the UK’s SME community. Helping UK

strong cyber security strategy that the next

businesses to secure themselves against

government should build upon. Cyber threats

cyber crimes is key to maintaining

will continue to evolve over time and the UK

confidence in the online economy and

government will need to continue to invest

halting the flow of billions of pounds

in improving skills and capabilities across the

which are stolen from them every year.

public sector as well as awareness-raising

To encourage the uptake of this scheme

across the private sector.

government should consider introducing

Meanwhile the next government will need to
continue to invest in combating cyber crime. It
must ensure the National Cyber Crime Unit is
properly funded to prosecute online crime and
work with industry to identify opportunities to
design out cybercrime wherever possible.

additional incentives to adoption, such as
tax breaks for businesses. This would not
only secure smaller businesses but, through
them, increase security of the supply chain
to larger companies which is increasingly
becoming their Achilles heel.

The current government has set out a
strong cyber security strategy that the
next government should build upon.
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Alongside financial incentives the
government should look at options for
establishing a Small Business Cyber Crime
Help Centre, based on the Cyber Essentials
Scheme. This would need to have an online
presence with a website offering advice on
best practice, a Q&A forum, a self-service
diagnostic tool for companies to assess their
current level of cyber security and a list of
suppliers which SMEs could locate in their
area to provide cyber security products
and services including system audits. This
would help SMEs to proactively put the
Cyber Essentials scheme into practice but
would also provide them with an important
source of advice and remedy if their systems
are breached. techUK has found that many
small businesses are often unaware of where
their vulnerabilities lie and have no idea
about what to do in the event that they are
successfully attacked. Such a resource would
therefore help to increase the resilience of the
UK’s SME community.
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RECOMMENDATION 22

Strengthen democratic oversight of data retention and
surveillance activity to re-build trust
Recent revelations on surveillance issues and

The next government needs to make a clear

the emergency measures that were used to

and visible correction to show that the

enact the Data Retention and Investigatory

security services and companies required

Powers Act (DRIPA) have weakened public

by law to work with them operate within

confidence in the democratic process which

clear and strict legal boundaries in order to

underpins the relationship between the

ensure public trust and confidence in digital

technology industry and government on these

services. We welcome the Independent

issues. The technology industry has important

Anderson Review on Terrorism Legislation92

legal obligations to work with government to

and the RUSI Surveillance Review 93 which

help to keep the UK safe and secure. However

are important steps to ensuring an informed

there must be full public confidence that

and detailed debate on achieving the right

these obligations are based on a clear legal

balance between security and privacy in a 21st

framework and that there is full parliamentary

century democracy.

scrutiny of the way in which government uses
these powers.
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RECOMMENDATION 23

Work with parents and educators to empower children to
act safely in the online world
The online world offers huge opportunities

There are no grounds for complacency when

for children and young people to learn,

it comes to empowering and protecting

create, communicate and have fun. However,

children. However the success of initiatives

the online world is not without risk and

facilitated by UK Government and a number

UK industry has a long track record of

of NGOs, such as the Internet Watch

working with government and educators to

Foundation, demonstrate how industry can

put measures in place to help parents and

work effectively with government and law

children navigate the online world safely and

enforcement agencies to address some of

with confidence. We believe that any Child

the most challenging issues, such as removal

Online Safety strategy must have education

of illegal child abuse images online and the

at its core, and the school curriculum has an

subsequent identification and successful

important role to play. Legal content should

prosecution of perpetrators.

be self-regulated by optional filters which are
controlled by parents and guardians.

Given the global nature of many of the online
services that children use, the government
should focus on supporting and adopting

There are no grounds for complacency

international solutions being developed by

when it comes to empowering and

industry rather than seeking bespoke national

protecting children.

level solutions.
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RECOMMENDATION 24

Deliver on ‘digital for everyone’ by fully funding a
comprehensive digital inclusion strategy
By 2020 everyone will need basic digital skills

Successive digital inclusion strategies

to participate in normal daily life as a digital

have failed to address this problem

citizen, whether it is to communicate, find

comprehensively and have relied too heavily

information or purchase goods and services.

on overstretched third sector and private

Yet according to current predictions 10% of

sector resource. In a rapidly digitising world

UK adults will still not have those basic skills

this problem can no longer be considered

in 2020. Digital exclusion will be a major

peripheral, or wished away by underfunded

inhibitor to completing the digitalisation of

strategies. Government will be the biggest

public services, costing the public sector

beneficiary of an effective digital inclusion

many billions, whilst restricting opportunity

strategy, as it will enable it to fully digitalise

for some of the most vulnerable members of

the delivery of public services. The next

society. The promise of digital Government

government should therefore implement a

won’t be achieved unless the most excluded

comprehensive and properly funded digital

in society, who are often the most complex

inclusion strategy and provide ‘assisted

and demanding customers of Government

digital’ support to those in society who will

services, are able to access digital services.

not be able to access digital public services

The economic benefits of a properly realised

without support95 .

digital inclusion strategy, building upon the
work of organisations such as Go ON UK and
others, will far exceed any associated costs:
a 2014 report by the Tinder Foundation has
estimated that a national commitment to

The promise of digital Government won’t

ensure basic online skills for everyone by

be achieved unless the most excluded in

2020 would cost some £875m94 .

society are able to access digital services.
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Conclusion

The UK has an opportunity not just to be a global digital
leader, but to put digital leadership at the heart of its strategy
for economic growth and social change, and to use digital
technologies to address the fundamental long-term social and
economic challenges that will determine our future.

This manifesto sets out a series of headline

Whilst these recommendations are necessarily

objectives, practical recommendations and

focused on the things that government can do,

specific actions that the next government

government cannot achieve these outcomes

could take to ensure that by 2020 the UK is

alone. Many of these recommendations are

securely on course towards long-term debt

about creating a framework in which the

reduction, increased productivity growth,

private sector can work in collaboration with

high value job creation and an inclusive

government to meet joint objectives.

society. We urge the main UK political
parties to consider these ideas closely as
they produce their own political manifestos
for the electorate in the run up to the May
2015 General Election.

Digital technology connects everything –
which means that an integrated approach to
digital innovation encompassing both central
and local government, and both suppliers and
users of technology across the private sector
will be fundamental to success.
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The UK technology industry
is ready to work with the next
government, as both an innovative
supplier supporting and enabling
public sector transformation and
as a partner in addressing a broad
and challenging policy agenda.
Working together we can
secure our digital future.

Securing our digital
digital future:
future: The
The techUK
techUK manifesto
manifesto for
forgrowth
growthand
andjobs
jobs2015-2020
2015-2020
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Summary of recommendations
What
Objectives

How
Recommendations

Who
Lead
Departments

Why
The economic and social impact by 2020
Address the
long-term debt
challenge

1 Strategy
and leadership
to deliver
success

2 Secure the UK’s
position as a
global leader in
the production
and use of tech

1

D
 evelop a single strategy and provide strong leadership to mobilise
and coordinate delivery across the public and private sector

•

Ensure Cabinet-Level leadership for Digital to develop and execute the single
strategy for the digital economy, digital government and digital inclusion

•

Build on the Information Economy Council as the channel for ensuring strong
industry support and industrial strategy capability

•

Champion the UK’s reputation as a leading innovator in tech and support the full
tech ecosystem across the whole of the UK

2

Ensure a stable long-term funding base for science and innovation

•

Increase innovation spend in real terms and ringfence science budgets

•

Set budgets over 10 year cycles to allow benefits to accrue and deepen

•

Double funding for Small Business Research Initiative (SBRI) by 2020

•

Maintain R&D tax credits to deepen industry-led research

•

Reverse the decline in UK students undertaking STEM Masters courses

3

A
 ddress immediate skills shortages and build the tech talent
pipeline for tomorrow

•

Inspire and educate tomorrow’s digital workforce

•

Make the UK a global hub for talent by implementing a ‘smart migration policy’

4  Ensure a ubiquitous world class communications infrastructure
today and tomorrow

HO, DfE & BIS

DCMS & BIS

Fill remaining gaps in coverage to meet existing targets
Work with industry to develop a long-term Digital Communications Infrastructure
Strategy

•

Ensure continued innovation in broadcast platforms

5

Initiate a major programme to push the boundaries on the
development and use of the Internet of Things (IoT)

BIS

6

M
 ake the UK the best location to start and scale up a high growth
tech business

No.10, HMT & BIS

•

Continue policies that have succeeded in creating successful environment for start-ups

•

Implement recommendations of The Scale-Up Report led by Sherry Coutu CBE
(launching November 2014)

Strengthen local needs and strengthen underlying infrastructure that supports
firms, talent and skills

•

Replicate the US cluster mapping exercise in the UK
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Include and
empower all

BIS

•

•

Support new job creation
by high-growth sectors
and firms

No.10, HMT & CO

•

7 Support the development of tech clusters across the UK

Increase
productivity

BIS & LEPs
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Summary of recommendations continued
What
Objectives

How
Recommendations

Who
Lead
Departments

Why
The economic and social impact by 2020
Address the
long-term debt
challenge

8

Lead the development of a European digital single market and
international trade agreements that support innovation and growth

9. Double UK tech exports by 2020
•

3 H
 arness the
transformational
power of tech
across the public
sector

Support new job creation
by high-growth sectors
and firms

Include and
empower all

BIS, FCO & No.10

BIS & UKTI

Appoint a Digital Trade Czar

10 Harness digital technology to modernise the energy sector

BIS & DECC

11 Support a digital modernisation strategy for financial services

BIS & HMT

12 W
 ork with technology suppliers to bring a greater scale and pace
to the digital transformation of government

CO with all

•

Clearly communicate the purpose of transformation

•

Complete the digitalisation of major government transactions

•

Promote end-to-end service transformation and platform-based models

•

Focus on organisational culture, skills and process change

•

Embrace the innovative potential of the full supplier ecosystem

•

Use off-the-shelf solutions within an open architecture where appropriate

13 Leverage data analytics across government based on an ethical
approach to data sharing that ensures privacy
•

Establish an Advanced Data Analytics Unit

•

Establish an independent Data Ethics Committee

•

Appoint a Chief Privacy Officer for Government

departments

CO with all
departments

14 C
 reate a single criminal justice and emergency services
technology strategy

HO

15 Address barriers to digital innovation in health and social care

DH

•

Set out bold challenges to open up health and social care to innovation

•

Create a central platform to showcase new innovative solutions

16 U
 p-skill Local Government to capitalise on digital by default and
deliver on the vision of smart cities
•
•
•

Increase
productivity

CLG & CO

Learn from digitalisation of central government
Create a central hub to provide practical support and expertise
Build local collaborate necessary to deliver on smart cities

17 Maintain C4ISR as a sovereign defence capability
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Summary of recommendations continued
What
Objectives

How
Recommendations

Who
Lead
Departments

Why
The economic and social impact by 2020
Address the
long-term debt
challenge

4 E
 nsure our
digital world
is safe and
inclusive for all

18 D
 ouble participation of SMEs in the online economy

BIS

19 W
 ork with business to make the UK a world-leading trusted
domain for data protection

FCO & BIS

•

Support new job creation
by high-growth sectors
and firms

Include and
empower all

Embed the principle of ‘digital-trust-by-default’ across the public and private sector

20 Protect free speech
•

Increase
productivity

MoJ

UK must continue to globally champion the World Wide Web as an open public
space where freedom of speech is protected

21 Enhance cyber security and the prevention of cyber crime

MoJ, BIS & CO

22 Strengthen democratic oversight of data retention and
surveillance activity to re-build trust

MoJ

23 Work with parents and educators to empower children to act
safely in the online world

DfE, HO & DCMS

24 D
 eliver on ‘digital for everyone’ by fully funding a comprehensive
digital inclusion strategy

Ministerial Digital
Taskforce

Legend
BIS

D
 epartment for Business,

DH	Department of Health

Innovation & Skills

HMT	Her Majesty’s Treasury

CLG	Department for Communities
& Local Government
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HO

Home Office

LEPs

Local Enterprise Partnerships

CO	Cabinet Office

MoD	Ministry of Defence

DCMS	Department for Culture, Media & Sport

MoJ	Ministry of Justice

DfE	Department for Education

No.10

FCO

UKTI	UK Trade & Investment

Foreign Office

Prime Minister’s Office
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techUK is the voice of the companies and technologies that
are defining today the world that we will live in tomorrow.
More than 850 companies are members of techUK. Collectively they
employ more than 500,000 people in the UK. These companies range
from leading FTSE 100 companies to new innovative start-ups. The
majority of techUK members are small and medium sized businesses.
techUK is committed to helping its members and the sector as a whole
grow to the benefit of the national economy. We communicate the views
of the UK technology industry to policy-makers on major policy issues on
behalf of members and ensuring that technology is playing an active role in
shaping the UK’s future.
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